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NUCLEAR5TIWCTURECONSIDERATIONSFOR GA~-RAY LASERS

D. Strottman, E. D. Artnur, and D. G. IYaclland
Theoretical Division, Las Alamos Natlcnal Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Flexlco 87565

ABSTRACT

We present initial results in our investigation ef the
nucl?ar physics issues of gaunna-ray lasers. These iniltide
the questions cf what is bown from existing exper~mental

data, “Jheredoes one optimally search for nuclel displaying
simultaneously b~th closely lylng levels and nuclear isom-
erism, and which theoretical mcdels does one emplcy fsr
systematic searches ffir candidate nuclei afid for caimla-
tlon of detailed candlclste level properzles. We address

these three questions in the present paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the ❑~st promls~ng ❑ethods fcir develqment of 2 garmna-ray iaser

involves a two-step approach that produces a significant populatlGn of a long-

llved lsomeric (or storagej state via a relatively slow nucl~ar process. Itiis

state is then depopulated rapidly vla an extertially-induced cransltlon LG a

short-llved nuclear state sc as to produce lasing. To satis~y ~hese crltera, J

sui~able nucleus must be ldentlfled In which an lscmerlc state (Gf sufficient

lifetime to allow population and preparation In a hcst materlalj lles nearby a

state that decays essentially Instantaneously. Because of the limitaclons cf

radlatlcn sources needed tG drive such interlevel transfers, thlE spacing

bct~een nuclear states ❑ust be less than r+everal hundred electron ‘:cilLs.

Addltlonally, the spin J=fferences between these states must be siick LhaL an

lnterlevel transfer employlng successive low-angular momentum steps can accur.

Of pr~~tlcal importance 1s the eklscenct? of atomic properties that would allcw

nuclei ●xisting in such an lsomerlc state to be sqarated readily FiEally.

the resulting lnterlevel decay should populate a flossbauer transition Gf ~ov

●nough energy 3s n~t to damage Lh! host material. Likewise the radlatl~n (Lvpe

or i:ltenslty) from the isomer used as a storaRe L+taLemust nGt damaRc Lhe h@sL

material.

In Sec. II we rimarlzp our initial, compiite.lzed search of a nticlear

utructure data library for candidate nuclei fo; a gamma-ray laser. In SGC6

111 and IV we prearnt ●lementary nuclear physics considerations as to (a) =hlcti

nuclei one ●xpects te pGssess close level spacings at lck excitation ellt=rRles.

and (b) which nuclei one expects LU display isomrr]sm. in !Srr.v, Wc Cpnp]rjcr



the union of set (s) ●nd one subset of [b) ●s ● first guess as to where to

search for candidate nuclei for a gama-ray laser. In Sec. VI we describe the

●ain theoretical models that one uses as atartin~ pointti in the systematic

investigations to locate ieomeric stbtes aa well as to calculate their proper-

ties. Our conclusions ● re presented in Sec. WI.

II. SEARCH OF EXISTINGDATA

As part of ●n ●ffort co identify possible nuclei with certain of the above

level characteristics, we completed a search of the computerized nuclear struc-

ture data library, CDRL82,1
2which is based on the 1978 Table of Isotopes com-

pilation. This library contains data (excitation ●nergy, spin, parity) for

41000 levels ●lthough, because of the vintage of the compilation (1977), cur-

rent data are often lacking.

The criterion used to perform the search was initial identification of

iaomeric statea having lifetimes 8reater than or equal to ● specified input

value. A halflife Z 5 ●econts wan uned for these results. After identifi-

cation of such ● state, the spacings of nearby levels were examined to deter-

■ine which ones (if ●ny) fell within ● specified ●xcitation energy window, M.

(Two AE valuea were spec:fied: 5 keV ●nd 1 keV.) If one (or ●ore) levels were

found that lay nearby to ●n iaomeric state of sufficient lifetime, then the

●nergy, spin, ●nd parity information ●ppropriate to such levels were printed.

These results were ●xamined further to ●liminate levcla where spin or parity

information was lackin8, or where ●n obvious level duplication had occurred

Figure 1 illustrates regions of the periodic table where candidate nuclei

having isomeric state- of lifetime > S ●econdo ●long with short-lived levels

occurring within a spacing of 5 keV ● re indicated. Alno shown (approximately)

by the shaded ●reaa ● re regions of nuclear deformation where ●nhanced densities

of nuclear levels should occur. Table I lists the nuclei identified in this

search. For the n~xt part of the swarch, the spacing criturion was lowered to

S 1 keV. Figure 2 depicts the candidate nuclei identified. It should be noted

that the number of levels originally identified ● . satisfying the 5-keV oepa~a-

tion was ●bout 1.5-2 times tbe number of illustrated levels. However, ● si~ni-

ficant fraction waa ●laminated by imposition of the condition limted ●arlier.

Of the nuclei ●ppearing in Fig. 2, 17%f is of particular intercmt because it

●xhibit- the clomest levet spacing (-200 ●V) of ●ny nucleus identified. The

transition irom the ●hort-l{ved nuclear state involves g 1.1 HeV 8a~a ray,

which is too ●nergetjc for the gamao-ray laser, hut id~al for investigat~an of

interlevel transfer procemme-.

-2-
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There are several difficulties associated with this search, most of which

are related to the vintage (1977) of the compilation. Experimental techniques

have progressed significantly over the past 8 years so that a ❑ore up-to-date

compilation might offer ❑any more nuclear candidates. Secondly, two data

files, one resulting from nuclear decay data and the other from reaction data,

were merged to produce CDRL82. In the process, levels appearing in these sep-

●rate files having spacings S 1 keV were considered to be the same. While

this presumption is pr~tient for most nuclear levels, there is a significant

chance that level information applicable to the ganana-ray laser could be lost.

In order to circumvent certain of these problems (especially those related to

use of antiquated data), a second search has begun using nuclear structure data

from the ❑ore recent (circa 1982 for some nuclei) ENDSF3 evaluated nuclear

structure file.

III. CLOSE LEVEL SPACINGS IN NUCLEI

Using a Fermi gzs ❑od?l of the nucleus Bethe
4

in 1937 showed that Lhe

nuclear level density p has the form

p=exp(2 4aE) , (1)

where E is the excitation energy of the nucleus, a is the nuclear level-density

parameter, and the uoits &re number of levels per lleV. The parameter a is

given approximately by

a = A/(constant)

(2)

= A/8(MeV] .

Although ❑uch more accurate and sophisticated nuclear level-density calcula-

tions have been performed since Bethe’s original work, these equations never-

theless give approximately the correct dependence upon excitation energy E and

nuclear mass number A. Inspection shows that the heavier nuclei have, in

general, the closest level spacings. For example , ut an excitation energy of 3

?leV, the level density for a I,,lcleusof mass A = 250 is a factor e
10.70

z 4.46

x 104 larger than that for a nucleus of mass A = 50. Clearly, closely spaced

levels are to be found in heavy nuclei.

-5-



If one considers the nuclear shape degrees of freedom, it has been found

that the level densities of deformed nuclei are 8ecerally greater than thuse of

~pherical nuclei with atiilar masses. This is due to the fact that in a de-

formed nucleus each intrinsic state gives rise to a rotational band, &s one can

●asily ree, for example, by coupling an odd particle to a rotating deformed

●ven core.* The total level @pectrum, for a fixed value of the total angular

momentum 1, iB then obtained by suaaning over a set of intrinsic states rather

than by ● decomposition of the level spectrum, as in the cuse of a spherical
6

system. Thus ,

p (deformed nuclei) > p (spherical nuclei), (3)

with ●ll ●lse fixed.

This enhancement Is lcrgest for a syatcm that possesses full rotational

degrees of freedom, that 1s, sn ●quilibrium shape that has no rotational sym-

metq?. In this case, the rotational band for ● given intrinsic atate involves

(21 + 1) levels, and thus, for fixed I the level density enhancement is pro-

portional to (21 + 1). If the ●quilibrium shape is invariant under a subgroup

of rotations, the collective rotational degrees of freedom ●re correspondingly

reduced, and the level density ●nhancement in not ●s fiuch. In the cane of
7

●xial ●ysmetry, for ●xample, the ●nhancement is reauced by ● factor corres-

ponding to the width of the distribution of total angular momentum projected

●long the qmnetry axim. The 8eneral result of them investigations’ ia that

the enhancement in the nuclear level density of deformed nuclei is dependent

upon the nuclear shape a~et~, which gives the number of collective rota-

tional degrees of freedom. One therefore ●xpects thaL the nuclei of closest

level ●pacing ● re not only heavy nuclei, but also deformed nuclei.

Finally, ●n inspection of the first few FleV of ●xcitation of nhclei that

●re well studied ●xperimentally shows the following trends for the four types

of nuclear ●peciem: the nuclear level denmity of discrete levels is smallest

~he first calculation- to describe the motion of ● particle in ● deformed well
(core) were performed by Nilsson,e who constructed wave fuctiong for such ●

sy-tem from baaim stutes consisting of harmonic oscillator wave functionm for
tach major shell. The total Hamiltonian in his calculations consists of the
oscillator potential LoSether with spin-orbit, ha, ●nd deforaed Ygo perturba-
tion terms. The CalCUlat~OD was a ●ajOr success in predicting ground state
propertied in regiong of strong nuclear deformation.

-6-



for ●ven-even nuclei, intermediate for

mediate to large for odd-odd nuclei.

spacing ●re most likely to be found

Iv. ISOHERISII IN NUCLEI

even-odd and odd-even nuclei, and inter-

Therefore, the nuclei of closest level

among odd-odd, deformed, heavy nuclei.

Nuclear isomeric levels are assumed to have the following four origins:

differences in single-particle orbitals, shape and density isomers, level

inversions due to the nucleon-nucleon interaction, and K selection rules.

There uay be other origins, such as pionic or qur k degrees of freedom, which

we shall not consider here.

Nuclear isomeric states are low-lying metastable states that commonly

occur where the ●ngular momentmxmdifferences between the met.sstable state and

●ll lower states ●re lar8e ●nd where the corresponding energy differences are

small. In these circumstances, ●lectromagnetic transition probabilities T(EL)

●nd T(HL) are stongly hindered because high-order

limited znergy (frequency) is available. That is,

T(EL)

1

= (l?#+~ ,

T(HL)

wb.”reM is the (mmall) difference in ●xcitation

❑ultiples are required and

approximately,

(4)

energy between the isomeric

state ●nd the final state, and where L is thl! (iarge) multipolarity of the

transition. However, there ●re other mechanisms which can give rise to ❑ eta-

atable statea. In this section we conxider four nuclear structure circums-

tances leading to isomerism.

A. Single-Farticle Effects

The extra~e single-particle shell ❑odel ●xplains tht existence

regions or ‘tialandatf of isomerism that have been experimentally

Namely, major shell closures ●t, for ●xample, N,Z = 50, 82, or 126

of several
8

obsewed.

are always

preceded by nearly degenerate single-particle orbitala characterized by vastly

different orbital ●nd total ●ngular momentum quantum numbers Ul,j). For ●x-

mple, Table 11 shows that the closed proton major ~hell ●t Z = 50, occurring

for the filled orbital 1S9,2, is preceded by the 2pl,2 orbital. This gives

orbital ●nd total ●ngular momentum values (l,j) = (4,9/2) ●nd (1,1/2), respec-

tively. Similarly, the closed neutron major shell ●t N = 82 yields values

-7-



TABLE II

EXTREMESINGLE-PARTICLE SHELL-MODEL LEVELS

Protons—.

Level n Zn—

1s1/2
2 2

1p3/2
4 6

1%/2
2 8

Neutrons

Leve 1 n Xl—

1s1/2
2 2

1p3/2
4 6

1%/2
2 8

1d5/2
6 14

1d5/2
6 14

2s
1/2

2 16 2s
1/2

2 16

1d3/2
4 20

1d3/2 4 20

1f7/2
8 28

‘f7/2 8 28

2p3/2 4 32

lf
5/2

6 38

2%/2 2 40

189/2
10 50

2p3/2
4 32

1f5/2
6 38

2%/2 2 40

189/2 10 50

187/2 8 58 2d
5/2 6 56

2d
5/2

6 64
187/2 R 64

1%1/2 12 7b
3s1/2 2 66

2d3/2
4 80 2d

3/2
4 70

3s
1/’2

2 82
‘hll/2

12 82

lh
9/2 10 92

2f7/2 8 90

2f7/2
8 100

1h9/2 10 100

3p3/2 4 104
3p3/2 4 104

2f5/2
6 110

2f5/2 6 110

3%/2
2 112

3%/2 2 112

1i13/2
14 126

1i13/2 14 126

289/2 10 136
289/2 10 136

3d5/2 6 142

lill/2 12 154

287/2 8 162

-8-



(#Bj) = (5,11/2), (2,3/2) far the lhll,2 and 2d3,2 orbitals, respectively.

That such pairs of orbitals are closely lying and the corresponding angular

momentum differences are large yields precisely the conditions for isomerism,

namely, small transition rates or long lifetimes, from Eq. (4). in this equa-

tion, the example of proton shell closure at Z = 50 gives L = 4,5, whereas the

example of neutron shell closure at N = 82 giveE L = 4,5,6,7. Thus, for small

values of AE, in both examples, the values of the transition rates will be

exceedingly small and the corresponding lifetimes exceedingly large, or iso-

meric.

B. Shape Isomers

When one calculates the total energy of a nucleus as a function of defor-

mation, one finds in many nuclei that there is a second minimum, albeit with an

energy greater than that corresponding to the ground state. This implies that

an excited level of a nucleus might correspond to a quasi-bound state in the

second well. These states ❑ay be isomeric because of the potential barrier

that separates the two ❑inima. Lifetimes of milliseconds have been obse~ved.
9

Currently, the longest-lived shape isomer observed is in
242

Am with a lifetime

of 25 ms. Because of the short lifetime and the difficulty in conceiving a

viable method to utilize such states, it appears unlikely that shape isomers

will provide a viable candidate.

c. Residual Interaction Isomers.

The third broad category of isomers occurs in many-particle systems and

results from properties of the residual nucleon-nucleon system. Although the

neutron-neutron and

inversion of levelfi

is not monotonically

ing cases arise from

The properties

proton-proton interactiofi can on occasion give rise to

(i.e., a sequence of levels for which the angular momentum

increasing as the ener2y is increased), the most interest-

the neutron-proton (n-p) interaction.

of the n-p interaction of interest were observed in the

early days of the spherical shell model and were formalized into a set of rules

by Nordheim.
10

The Nordheim rules specify which of several possible levels

will be the ground state of odd-odd nuclei. These rules were then generalized

to deformed nuclei in a straightforward fashion hy Gallagher and floszkow~ki.
11

-9-



The physical origin of the rules is easy to see in a semi-classical pic-

ture. The nucleon-nucleon interaction is generally attractive and extremely

short-ranged; in fact, a useful approximation often made is that it has zero-

range. These two properties imply that the lowest lying two-nucleon state is

that in which the spatial overlap is maximized. Further, as we know already

from the deuteron, the nucleon-nucleon interaction is spin-dependent and is

most attractive when the two nucleons are coupled to S = 1. (It ❑ay be useful

to contrast this with the analogous case in atomic physics. The Coulomb force

is repulsive, so the lowest two-electron states are those which minimize the

spatial overlap. The rules formulated below will then be essentially the op-

posite of those in atomic physics. )

Figure 3 shows a nucleon moving in a nearly equatorial orbit having angu-

lar momentum j with z component m . Clearly, a second nucleon with angular
a a

momentum jb can have maximum spatial overlap with the first nucleon if it is in

an orbit with either ~’maor~ =-ma. (These statements are strictly valid

only if ja = jb; however, one may show that they are still approximately true

if ja # jb.)

z

Fig. 3. Semi-classical picture of two nucleona ❑oving in orbits so as
to ❑aximize their spatiml overlap.

-1o-



Suppose j = j~; then the first case is not allowed by the Pauli principle
a

if the two nucleons are identical. Thus , the lowest-lying two-proton or two-

neutron state will be that in which
% = ‘ma”

The superposition of all such

Btates with the propc~ phase

~ (-)J-mIjm > Ij-m> =
m

Hence, the lowest state will

is just

ml Ij2 J=O> .

have angclar momentum zero, a result valid for all

known ●ven-even nuclei. For an n-p state, the corresponding state would have

If, however, the two nucleons are not identical, then one ❑ay also have

the iirsL case, namely, ma = ~. The lowest ●nergy Lwo-nucleon state can then

have J = ja + j~. We must still decide if the lowest n-p state will be Jmiu =

These properties

from Lederer ●t ●l.2

consiatn of a neutron

we note the nucleons

will be ●ith~:r Jmin ❑

(The 8round state 0+

are illustrated in Fig. 4 with two level schemes taken

In Fig.
42SC

4a is shown . In the simpiest picture 42SC
40

and a proton outside a closed Ca core. From Table II

‘iii bc ‘n ‘7/2 ‘rbiyso ‘hUs’ ‘he 10west T = 0 levels
1 or Jmax = 7. In nature the two are nearly degenerate.

has

component of the ~-esidual

nent. This ❑ay be vi-wed

tant only if the number ~f

T = I and reflects the fact that the T = 1, S = O

interaction is stronger than the T = O, S = 1 cornpo-

for our purposes ●s an anomaly because it is impor-

neutrons, N, is approximately the same as the number

of protons, Z. In heavy nuclei N > Z.)

In Fig. 4b is ahown tbe le~’els of 90 Zr that may be considered as two pro-

tons outside a closed
88

Sr core. ~dble 11 predicts that the two protons are in
2 2

‘he ‘1/2 and ‘9/2 orbits- ‘e ‘1/2 “l;d ‘9/2
configurations have possible angu-

lar ❑ omentum and parity states of O and 0+ through 8+, which is consistent

with the level diagram.
‘he ‘1/2 89/2

configuration will give rise to states

of J = 4- ●nd J = 5-. Our arguments ●bove suggest that they should be
❑in ❑ ax

close together but do not specify which should be lower. Note also that in

Section 4a, the Pi/2, 8912 P●ir was predicted to give rise to isomers; indeed,

the 5- ia ●n isomer with ● lifetime of 809 ms. The 3- level in 90Zr is a col-

lective ocLupole vibration that is not describable within our model space.

The Nordheim rules, which specify whether Jmin or Jmax is the lower state,

are ●stablished by remembering that the neutron ●nd proton prefer to couple to

-11-



Fig, 4. Low-lying level- of (a)
42
Sc and (b) 90Zr, which ●xhibit the

iuf!uence of the ueutron-photon interaction.

s x 1 .B in the deuteron.

lar momentum ~ ●nd spin ;.

point in the ●ame direction

The ●rguuntm leading

Thug, we must write ] in terns of the orbital •lI~U-

We ■u-t then ●nmure that the two spino ~,1 and ;

1 = ;n + ;P in necessarily one.
P

so that

to the Ncrdheim ruleo ●re rtrnightfomard and we

merely give the re-ults. The~e ● re two dictincc cane-:

[1) jp= fipt 1/2, jn = En * 1/2 Jmj+j
Pn

(21 Jp= @p * 1/2, jnmfl
~ ; 1/’

JRlj -jnl.
P

The right-hand column siveo the ●ngular mmentum of the lowemt energy state. It

■ u-t be ●tremaed that these rules are ampirical and ■ay not hold in *11 casem

(e.g., they fail for 42 Se.) However, the G~lla8her-!iosbovski ~eneralication is

mora raliable.

It is now clear how to form an io-r in ● many-particle systam: place ●

neutron in ● sinsle-particle orbit with jn - in * 1/2 ●nd ● proton in ●n orbit

with j = Ep t 1/2. If either or both of thaBa minsie-particloorbits ●re not
P

the ground etmte ●nd have ● mingle-particle ●ngular ~ntum j 8rmatec than

-12-



lower-lying single-particle orbits, an isomer will result. A Sood ●xample is
118Sb

. The ground state is formed by a neutron in d
3/2

and a proton in d
5/2”

The ground state spin is 1+ as ●xpected. One may excite the neutron to the

‘11/2
orbit that lies 150 keV above the d

3/2”
One would then ●xpect a low-

lying 8- level, which is obsened at 220 keV and has a lifetime of 5 hours.

Another example of ieomerl, resulting from the strongly attractive n-p

interaction i6 in
212

Po which consists of two neutrons and two protons outside

a closed 208
Pb core. A proper calculation ❑ust allow the neutrons to occupy

●ny ~f seven single-particle orbits and the protons of any aix orbits. The

r~sulting ❑atrices are very large. However, if one uses the Kuo-Herling in-

teraction,
12 13

which was obtained from the Hamada-Johnston nucleon-nucleon

interaction using ❑any-body techniques,
14

one obtains the results of Fig. 5.

There is ● well-known isomer in
212

Po with a lifetime of 45 s of angular ❑ omen-

t~ 26 or 180 The theoretical calculation suggests it is 16+, although the

precision of the calculation is not sufficient to claim this unambiguously.

The figure ●lso gives ● n idea of the

zero-parameter calculations.

accuracy of current state-of-the-art,

—16,19

— 1“~”
d

——{——l

—- t

—to

—4

—0
Cole.

m p.

Fig. 5. Experimental and theoretical 15 (right column) levels of 212P0.

The two-body ❑atrix elements used were those of Kuo ●nd Herling.
12

-13-



The conclusions from this section are that the

rise to isomers, that a simplistic treatment of the

quate, and that there is some uncertainty in results

eter calculations.

D. K-Selection Rules.

n-p interaction can give

n-p interaction is inade-

obtained from zero-param-

In this section we discuss a fourth ❑ethod of obtaining isomers; by virtue

of its method of construction it may hold the greatest promise of finding here-

tofore unknown isomers of use to a graser.

The wave function of au odd-A nucleon in the Bohr-Mottelson model is
17

written as

‘%=
r
~ [D~($)~’ (-)l+~;-K(6)XM*]
16K

(5)

where the D& are rotation matrices describing the even-even core having angu-

lar momentum I. The projection of J upon the z-axis of the body-fixed axis is

K. The function ~ is a solution of the axially symmetric Nilsson HumilLou!an

with !2 the projection of the single-particle angular momentum upon the body

fixed axis, It is customary to use the notation fl~h’~7A]to denote the states

%“
If the total angular momentum operator is ~ = ~ + ~ wtre:.e~ is the ani~ular

momentum operator of the even-even core, then the f“act Lhat the core is

axially-symmetric implies that

RZ 0= O = (IZ - .jZ)@= (K-Q)*

or K = Q. Thus , we ❑ay speak interchangeably of K or 0. The \lavefunction (5)

❑ay now be labelled by I, H, and K. Although K is not a quantum number, it iti

an empirical fact that electromagnetic transitions between Btates of different.

K are hindered. The degree of hindrance varie~, but a hjnilrance of an order 10

for each unit of K is a reasonable approximation.

Hence, in deformed nuclei, there ia now another way to forr,llong-lived

states: one simply forms an excited state having a value of K much different

from those which lie lower in energy. A good example is 178Hf, The ground

state of *’cHf is constructed by putting the last two neutrons in the 7/2[514]

orbit and the last two protona in 7/2[404]; tk~e ground state will have K = 0,

Suppose the proton pair

9/2[514]. The K valuerr

ifi broken and one

are z-componentB of

-14-
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angular momer~tum and simply add;



the ~ of the reoultant state is 8-. Two low-lying 8- levels are known in
178

Hf; the lowest of thene ●t 1.47 MeV has a halflife of 4 s, even though it

could ●amily

which haB K

hindrance of

An ●ven

proton pair.

¤~ntum 16 i-

decay to ●ither ●n 8+
+

● t 1.058 FleV or 6 at 0.632 t’leV,●ach of

= 0, Obviously, a change in K of ●ight units is ●n effective

•e~~eral orders of magnitude.

more interesting case 10 obtained by breaking both ● neutron and

One then fonue ● ntate having K = 16. A level with ●ngular mo-

known ●xperimentally at 2.447 ?leVand has a lifetime of 31 yearst

It could decay by ●n E4 transition to ● 12+ at 2.15 HeV but the ~ranaition

would require ● chnnge in K of 16 units. ThuB , there is ●gain ●xperimental

●violence for a large hindrance when the K number 10 violated.

The requirement for forming such iaomera la the presence of high-fi orbits

near the Fermi level. There ● re ● number of much ~ingle-particle orbitalB in

the rare ●srth ●nd ●ctinide region. Only ● few much iaomera ● re known but many

● ore

have

v.

tial

should exist. Experimental ●earcheo guided by theoretical ~uggeations

uncovered several isomers,

FIRSTGUESS AS TO WHERE TO

Dased upon the discussions

mearch to coneider nuclei

but many more ●wait discovery.

LOOK

of Seco. 3 and 6A, it in reasonable for an ini-

thst are coomon to the set with clo6e level

npacingm ●nd the net displaying single-particle properticn neceesary for iBo-

●erimm. To reiterate, the firmt met conwi~ts of odd 2-odd N, deformed, heavy

nuclei ●nd also, to ● lecrer ●xtent , odd A, deformea, heavy nuclei. The mecond

met consimts of nuclei at or near closed major (or minor) nhellm such that

low-lyins ●ingle-particle atatea have large ●ngular momentum difference~ com-

pared with lower-lying states ●nd the Bround ●tate. We note here that in

rmgiona of nuclear defamation we uae ●ingle-particle quantum number appro-

priate to the Nil~aon models fl[NnzA] in-tead of those appropriate to a single-

particle ■ovin8 in -pherical potential well (nlj). Considering the union of

theme two ●eta, we find the following re8iono to be of Intereot in th~ mearch

for graser candidate nuclei:

(B) odd Z-odd N rare earth nuclei (150 S A % 190)

(b) odd-A rare earth cuclei (150 5A S 190)

(c) odd Z-odd N ●ctinide and tranm-actinide nuclei A > 22o

(d) odd-A ●ctinide ●nd trann-acti~ide nuclei A > 220

(e) odd Z-odd N nuclei vith 39 S Z S 49 ●nd 57 S N S 65

(f) odd-A nuclei with 39 S Z S 49 ●nd 57 S N S 65 .

-15-



VI,

1ate

each

THEORETICAL NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY

In this section we shall briefly describe the ❑a;,!models used to calcu-

propcrties of nuclear levels, their accuracy and problems associated with

model. We shall attempt to keep the discussion Gf each ❑odel brief; there

are many rece?t extensions, which, although providing ❑ ore ~ccuracy, only tend

to obfuscate th? ❑ain development. The ❑odels range from the purely phenomeno-

logical to ❑icroscopic; the former are fairly easy to use, but lack predictive

power, while the lntter are ❑uch more difficult and require enormous amounts of

computer time. In tbi~ last category is Hartree-Fock, which is only now being

developed for heavy nuclei. We refer the reader to the literature,
19

A. Odd-A Nuclei.

Most descriptions of odd-A nuclei begin with the Bohr-tlottelson ansatz for

the Hamiltonian:

(6)

In Eq. (6) the lk are the moments of inertia, and Ik, Rk ancljk are components

of the total, core and single-particle tingular ❑omentum, respectively. We use

the s~me notation as in Sec. 4. If two of the ❑oments of inertia arc identi-

cal, the system possesses axial syamnetryt We begin by ass-uming there is no

axial symmetry and Lhcn make the restriction later of lx = 1 .

Expanding the quadratic in Eq. (6) and ❑aking some ymanipulatiuns, one

arrives at

H = ~(Al + A2)[~2 - I: + 32 - j$] - 2(AlIljl + A212j2)

+ +(A1 - A2)(I: - I; + j; +A(I- j:) ~ ~ - j3)2.

InYq. (7) we have set

. h’
‘i q

fnr co~lvenience.

Rewriting (7) in terms of raising and lowering OperatOrO gives

(7)

H =;(A1 + A2)(~2 - It + 32 - j;) - ;(A1 - A2)(J+j+ + I-j-)

-16-



-#(Al +A2)(I-j++I+j-) + ~(A1 - A2)(I~ + l! “2+j~)+ J+

+ A3(13 - j3)2 ,

If I = I = I or Al = A2, Eq. (8) simplifies to
x Y

.h2
H=fi (12- I; +32 - .i~ - I-j+ - I+j-) .

The last term in (8) vanishes because K = Cl,as proved in Section 4-D.

The Bohr-llottelson wavefunction is just that of Eq. (5):

21+1 I
d—%K = ~6n2 ‘% ‘K

+ (.)l-%H-K )@

(8)

(9)

(lo)

with XK=Za. $. ,
j JK JK

$jK, the single-particle wavefunctions and the ajK are given by the Nilsson

model or some siuilar calculation. For an axially-asynunetric system, the wave-

function (10) ❑ust be summed over K.

The ❑atrix elements of the raising and lowering operators are well-known:

<IKtllI$lIK> = ~(Ifi)(ItK+l)

<jflklljtljfl>= ~(j~)(jtfl+n

and the matrix element of H may be readily calculated,

<IKIHIIK> =
*2
~(1(1+1) - K2 + <IKl~2 - K211K> - 6K3(-)l+*(I+$)a) (11)

The matrix ●lement of 32 - j: is usually called the recoil term. The last term

in Eq. (11) ariEes from the last two operators of Eq. (9) which arr the

Coriolis interactions. The Coriolis force arises from a cross matrix element

connecting K and -K and hence is only non-zero if K = i. ‘l’he quantity a is

-17-



called the decoupling parameter and is equal to

a = Z (-)j-$ (j+3)(aj$)2 s

j
(12)

The a. are just the expansion coefficients of a Nilsson wavefunction. Expres-
J+

sion (11) gives the di.gonal contributi~n to the energy of odd-A nuclei. ‘l’he

recoil term is usually dropped, albeit without justification. The ❑oment of

inertia may be obtained either from the neighboring even-evtin nucleus or by

fitting. In fact, a code NUCLEV has been constructed*, which completes the

low-level (E < 3-5 PleV) spectrum of an odd-A deformed nucleus given the spin,

phrity, and excitation energies of two members of each band for K # 1/2.

There may also be off-diagonal ❑atrix elements arising from the Coriolis

integrations:

<IK’IHII!(> = -A J(ItK)(ItK+l) ‘XK!ljtl~K> 6K, ~+, .
)

(13)

Such terms will give rise to ❑ixing of different K bands and may also alter the

energy dependence from that of Eq. (ii). It has been observed for some time

that mixing predicted by Eq. (13) s too large
17

and must be arbitrarily re-

duced by 30-40%. The origin of this attenuation factor is only begiming to be

understood and ❑ust still be considered necessary but arbitrary.

A second arbitrary approximation ❑ade is to drop the recoil term, usually

arguing it can be absorbed into the central, single.~particle potential field.

However, if the odd nucleon iu allowed to occupy two or more single-particle

orbits, this is clearly not allowed since Hrecoildepends on K. Also, if there

are several valence nucleons-- and these will be the cases of greatest interest

--then

H
recoil =

A(32 - j;)

= A(I jz(i) - (Z~(i))2 + 22 ~(i) * ~(k)) .
i

— ——

*D, G. Madland, private coumwnication, October 1982,
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Thus, H,-ecoil contains one-body as will as two-bady operators and cannot be put

into the single-particle potential. Further, if the pairing interaction is

taken into account, then even if there is only one valence nucleon, Hrecoil
● n

will be effectively

In general, a

better than 20 keV

where agreement is

15
a many-body operator.

careful calculation leads to agreement with experiment to

and often better, although certain nuclei provide examples

not as good.
163Er

An example is . However, moat of the

deviations can be understood in terms of K-band mixing or other nearby single-

particle orbits that ❑ust be included; other examples appear to defy rational

●xplanati~n. In certain nuclei around ❑ ass 180 axial asymmetry is kc~wn to be
16

important. Then K and G are no longer identical and the full Hami~~.nian Eq.

(8) ❑ust be used.

B. Odd-Odd Nuclei.

In the simplest generalization of (9) to include two extra nucleons, one

has

H
‘h2 (1 .P~+v=~—

~ 21K K - ‘]: - JK) llp ‘
(14)

with V the residual neutron-proton interaction.
np p

Only the axial case has been wurkeci out in detail, ~here having been suf-

ficient uncertainty wit. the n-p interaction and experimental level schemes

that the generalization to complete asymmetry was unwarranted.

Expanding (14) leads to terms that are similar to those encountered in the

odd-A case. With the wave funct~on

(15)

the only term in

identical to that

❑onetrate that K =

H new is the residu I n-p interaction. Using an argument

which proved K = fl in odd-A nuclei, here one may easily de-

nn+n. The matrix element of V is
P np

<lj(lvnpl~”> = <()
P fhllvnpl(]’[l’>pn

+ (-)’+1 6K.KI alpflnlvnpl-rr -S-l; > .
P

(16)
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The first term on the right-hand side is called the Gallagher-Moszkows kill ma-
20

trix element; ~he second the Newby ❑atrix element, Because V ❑ust be rota-
np

tionally invariaut, one must have C?= Qp + Qn equal in both the bra and ket. In

particular, this implies that the Newby ❑atrix element will cmly contribute to

K= 9 bands.

The ❑atrix element (16) may b~ rewritten as

(16)

where A and B ale contitants for a given set of single-particle oribtals,
h

and
%“

The values of .4are on the order magnitude of 100 keV, although there

is a considerable variation. The largest value of A sc far observed is in
188

Re, for which A i3 330 keV. The values of B obtained empirically are smal-

ler than the values of A ~nd are armmd 50 keV. Even ibis value produces a

dramatic and uniqueeffect on the spectrum since the phas? (-)1 gives rise to

an alternating shift in the energies of members of ground sthte bands. The

errors in the values of A and B are 10 to 20 keV.

The moment of inertia of odd-odd nuclei, 100, will, in general, differ

from that in neighb?riti~ uuclei. Partially successful attempts have been ❑ade

‘0 calculate 100”
The comnon procedure is to use the Takahashi rule, which

‘e1ate6 100 to the ❑oments of inertia of neighboring nuclei:

’00
=Ip+ln-xee. (17)

In Eq. (17) Jp and 1n are the moments of inertia of the neighboring odd-A

nucleus having an odd proton and ~eutron, respectively, and 1ee is the moment

of inertia of the even-even nucleus. This procedure has proven very success-

ful. Perhaps the most exhaustive test of this procedure is in the work of Hoff
21

ana collaborators who are ahlc to accurately reproduce the positions of large

numbers of low-lying

for member~ of the 13

VII DISCUSSION

We have in thio

of nuclear structure

levels. For example, in 176Lu good agreement is obtained

lowest bands.

paper attempted to give a brief overvieu of some aspects

relevant to the oearch for ganmna-ray lasers. It seems to

us that the two crucial steps in developing a gaaana-ray laser are the i&nti-

fication of a mechanism to allow lasing and the identification of a nuclear

-20-



isomer with the ●ppropriate lifetime and properties that would allow its use as

● mcorage level. We have addreened the latter issue.

In particular, we have ●-arized the current knowledge of known long-

lived Itiomertithat have nearby levels. Within existing experimental limita-

tion, no nuclear isomer meets ●ll of the requirements imposed by the present

scenarios. Amsuming that one must search for ●dditional isomers, which may

have better prospecto of having the desired properties, we suggested those

regions of the nuclear masa table that would be ❑ ost ●uitable to rnearch first.

We have tried to convey our belief that there ●xist many isomers yet undis-

covered.

Becsuae the ezperimentsl searches 111 be both costly and time consuming,

it would appear prudent to initially eeek theoretical guidrn~ce as to where to

initiate a ●earch. We therefore sumarized som~ of the current models that can

be used tc calculate nuclear levelo. The accuracy of the models ia on the

order of lL keV, ●lthough in some cixcumstancea it can be less. Althou~h the

●CCUMCY i- DOt sufficient to identify the candidate, tt is sufficient to.—

●liminate ●any would-be candidmteo, In ●ddition, current work promises to re-

duce the numerical uncertainty further. If the search for ● gaumm-ray lnaer is

to be successful, it must necessarily be a result of a collaboration between,

not only ●tomic ●nd nuclear physicists, but ●lso ●xperiment and theory.
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